COUNTING POINTS MODULO p FOR SOME FINITELY
GENERATED SUBGROUPS OF ALGEBRAIC GROUPS
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0. Introduction
We begin by explaining the basic idea of this paper in a simple case. We write np
for the order of 2 modulo the prime p, so that np is the number of powers of 2 which
are distinct mod p. We have the elementary bounds
logp <£ np ^ p - 1 .
The conjecture of E. Artin on primitive roots asserts that the upper bound is attained
for a set of primes with positive density (see Hooley [2] for a discussion of
conditional proofs in this case). The lower bound may be improved to
P * " < np
for almost all primes p, in the sense of density, for any e > 0. To see this, let E(x)
count the primes less than x for which this estimate fails. Given any such prime p,
there is r with
1 ^ r ^ p±-£
such that p divides 2r— 1. A form of the "box principle" implies that there is some m
with
1 ^ m ^ x±~£
and such that 2m — 1 is divisible by at least the average number

of such primes. The standard estimate
co(n) <^ logn/loglogn
for the number cj(n) of distinct prime divisors of n then gives
£(X)/JC*- £ « m/logm « x*~£/logx
which shows
E(x) = o(x/logx)
as required.
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It should be clear that this argument may be adapted to estimate the size of
exceptional sets for other lower bounds. For example, one may prove in this way
that for any positive <5 we may find C(5) such that np is at least C(d)pi for all but
<5x/logx primes less than x. To get sharper results by this method we would need
better estimates for

I co(2m-\)
m^x

than follow from estimating each term separately.
The object of this paper is to establish lower bounds of the kind given above, for
a broad range of questions in the direction of Artin's conjecture. For a survey of
many of the variants which have been considered, the reader may consult the paper
[3] of Lenstra. From our point of view some general formulations in terms of
algebraic groups are suggested; the results we obtain apply to affine algebraic groups
or abelian varieties.
We suppose first that we are given a class of algebraic groups G defined over Q,
with reductions Gp defined over F p for sufficiently large primes p. For an abstract
finitely generated group F we consider injective representations 0 : F -+ G(Q), and
wish to give lower bounds for the size of </>(F) modulo p, in the following sense: for p
large we may compose <p with reduction mod p to give a homomorphism

and we write Fp for the image. Then given an increasing function F we have the
problem
1: Find upper bounds for E(x) = \{p ^ x : |Fp| < F(x)}|, valid for all injective
representations 4> m the class considered.
A more precise question is
II: Given a particular choice of <>
/ in I, find upper bounds for E{x).
A natural formulation of the idea of the classical conjecture is
III: Suppose given, in the context of II, a subgroup H of G, also defined over Q,
with reductions Hp for p large. Find upper bounds for EH(x) = \{p ^ x : Fp
does not contain Hp(Fp)}\.
To recover the classical case from III we take G = H = GL l 5 and F an infinite
cyclic subgroup of the multiplicative group of Q.
Our method gives the results in the context of I, the essentially elementary nature
of the argument not taking into account the finer structure of a representation.
When F is infinite cyclic there is no important case of these problems which is
properly understood. It is worth noting therefore that this is not true for other
groups; for example if F is SL 2 (Z), and 0 the natural representation in SL 2 (Q), it is
easy to see that Fp is SL 2 (F p ) for all p.
We give further discussion of the case of abelian varieties in Section 2 below.
NOTATION. We write \X\ for the cardinality of a finite set X. If G is an algebraic
group over a field K then G(K) is the group of /C-rational points of G. We use F p for
the field with p elements. If / , g are positive functions we write / <^ g if /(x) ^ Cg{x)
for x large and some constant C.
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1. Linear algebraic groups
In this section we suppose given a finitely generated group F of rational nxn
matrices. There are only finitely many primes p which divide the determinant of an
element of F, or the denominator of an entry of an element of F. We exclude these
primes; we may then define a reduction homomorphism pp: F -> GL,,(Fp) in the
natural way: we use entry by entry the reduction homomorphism Z (p) -> F p of the
local ring Z (p) of rational numbers with denominators prime to p. We write F (p) for
the kernel of p p , and Fp for its image. An element of F other than the identity / lies in
F (p) only for finitely many p; we quantify this using suitable measures of the
complexity of elements of F.
We first define the height of a rational non-zero matrix M as follows: write M as
d(M)~x M' with d{M) an integer and M' = {m'u) with integral m'u having no common
factor. Then set
= logmax(|d(M)|,|my).
The crucial property of this height is the
LEMMA. There exist a finite subset S oj'T and a constant C such that an element
y of F which does not lie in S belongs to T(p) for at most C h{y)/\og h{y) primes p.

Proof. We write y as d(y)~xN as above. Then y lies in F (p) only if d(y)I is
congruent to N m o d p . We assume that y is not /, so that d(y)I — N has a non-zero
entry a, say. The number of primes p with y in F (p) is therefore bounded by co{\a\), the
number of prime factors of |a|. We have the classical estimate
co(n) <^ logn/loglogn
(already a consequence of the elementary estimates of prime number theory, cf.
[1] Chapter XXII). Since we clearly have
log|fl| ^ 2h(y),
this gives the required result.
We now suppose chosen a finite set s$ of generators for F, such that ,stf~l = ,<&.
We define the length l(y) of an element to be the least integer / such that we may
write y as a t ... a, with the a,- in A; we agree that /(/) is 0.
It is easy to see that

It follows that we have h{y) <^ l(y) with the implied constant depending on
max {h{a): a in stf}. This gives
COROLLARY. There exist a finite subset S' of F and a constant C such that an
element y ofV which is not in S' lies in F (p) for at most C'/(y)/log/(y) primes p.

We define the counting function L(x) as \{y e F : l{y) ^ x}|. This is the rate of
growth of F, as studied by Milnor [4], [5] and others. We now formulate the idea of
our method.
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THEOREM 1. Suppose given a positive function F which tends to infinity with x, and
such that F/logF is increasing. Defining E(x) as the number of primes less than x such
that
\rp\<L(F(x)),
we have
E(x) <$ L(2F(x))F(x)/\ogF(x).

Proof. In establishing the inequality, we may disregard any fixed finite set of
primes; we choose to ignore p if pp is not defined, or if there is some y in the
exceptional set S' above with y not / and y in F (p) . Setting aside such primes, we
suppose p such that |Fp| is less than L(F(x)); then among the L(F(x)) elements of F of
length at most F(x), there will certainly be distinct yl, y2 with the same image in Fp
under pp. It follows that y , ) ^ 1 lies in F (p) ; call it y(p). By assumption ylp) is not / and
is not in S', and it clearly has length at most 2F(x).
If we choose an element y(p) in this way for each of the primes in question, which
are E(x) in number, we have at most L(2F(x)) candidates from which to select;
therefore some element y is chosen in this way at least the average number
E(x)/L(2F(x)) of times. By construction we may apply the Corollary above to give
£(x)/L(2F(x))«/(y)/log/(y).
Since y has length at most 2F(x), our assumptions on F show that
/(y)/log/(y)«F(x)/logF(x),
so that the result follows.
A first application of this theorem is to the case of infinite cyclic F. Choosing si
to consist of a generator and its inverse, we have L(x) = 2[x] + 1 . With F(x) taken
to be x*~'; we find again the result given in the Introduction, in this broader context:
we have

for almost all primes p (in the sense of density).
In general, results of Wolf [8] and Tits [7] show that one of two possibilities
holds: the rate of growth L(x) may lie between constant multiples of xd for some
integer d, or between constant multiples of ecx for some positive c. The first of these
occurs if and only if F has a nilpotent subgroup of finite index, and the integer d is
determined by the structure of F; for example when F is abelian, d is its rank. In this
case we choose F{x) to be x1/(</+l)~c for any positive e, and find that for almost all p
we have

In the case of exponential growth we have L(2F(x)) of the order of L(F(x))2, SO that
the estimates given by the theorem are no better than for an infinite cyclic subgroup.
The typical case here is of F free on two generators. In the context of Problem I of
the Introduction it is clear that we will not have estimates for free F which are
improved for large rank (as non-abelian free groups contain free subgroups of larger
rank), in contrast to what we have shown for abelian groups. It is an interesting
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question therefore to ask if free groups on one and many generators are genuinely on
a par, as our results suggest.
2. Abelian varieties
We will show that the use of the Tate-Neron height function permits a
straightforward carrying-over to abelian varieties of the idea of the previous section.
We shall suppose some familiarity on the part of the reader with the theory of
heights (see for example the paper [6] of Neron) and of abelian varieties.
Suppose that A is an abelian variety defined over Q, and that 0 is a symmetric
embedding of A in P", also defined over Q. The naive height function associated to cf>
is defined as follows: for a rational point P of P", represented in a fixed coordinate
system by a set (Xo,..., Xn) of integral homogeneous coordinates without common
factor, we define h(P) to be logmaxIXd, and for Q in A(Q) we define h^{Q) to be
/i(0((2)). After Mordell and Weil we know that /4(Q) is a finitely generated abelian
group; Tate and Neron showed that h^ is approximately quadratic on A(Q), in the
sense that there exists a quadratic form h on A(Q) with h^ — h bounded. We have
h(Q) non-negative and equal to zero only if Q is a torsion element of A(Q).
For all sufficiently large primes p we have a reduced abelian variety Ap, defined
over F p and embedded projectively by the reduction of </>; there is a reduction map
giving a homomorphism
PP • A{Q) -> ^p(Fp)

of abelian groups.
LEMMA. There exist a finite subset S ofA(Q) and a constant C such that ifQ is an
element of A(Q) which is not in S, Q lies in the kernel of ppfor at most Ch(Q)/\ogh(Q)
primes p.

Proof. The proof of the corresponding assertion for h^ runs on the same lines as
for the lemma of the previous section. Since h^ — his bounded we may replace h^ by
h, possibly at the cost of changing S and C.
Now suppose given a subgroup F of A(Q), of rank r say. The rate of growth L(x)
of F, as defined before, lies between constant multiples of xr, for any choice of
generating set srf. The quadratic nature of h(Q) means that we have
h(Q) « KQ)2
so as corollary of the lemma we have a constant multiple of

as bound for the number of primes p with Q in kerp p , for Q outside some finite
subset of /4(Q).
2. Suppose that F is a positive function, tending to infinity with x, with
F /logF increasing. If E{x) is the number of primes less than x such that
THEOREM

2

\pp(T)\ < F(x)r,
we have
Proof

. .
. , r + 2/1 rv \
E(x) <! F(x) r + 2 /logF(x).
Follow Theorem 1 with appropriate minor changes.
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Choosing x l/(r+2) ~ e for F(x), for any positive e, we find this time that |p p (F)| is
almost always as large as pr/<r+2'-<5) any positive <5, in the sense of density.
When A is an elliptic curve we have |/l p (F p )| of order p, so that the limiting value
r/(r + 2) -> 1 for large rank is the natural bound. It is of considerable interest to find
bounds for A of higher dimension d which are closer to the asymptotic value pd for
|y4p(Fp)|; it is conceivable that progress might lead to bounds on the rank of abelian
varieties.
NOTE added in proof, October 1981: For the elliptic curve analogue of Artin's
conjecture see S. Lang and H. Trotter, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc, 83 (1977), 289-292.
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